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Music By Gamers For Gamers - Medieval Fantasy Mood Music - Recorded with professional Hollywood

studio musicians and choral singers 16 MP3 Songs CLASSICAL: Orchestral, NEW AGE: Celtic New Age

Details: MUSIC BY GAMERS FOR GAMERS Dronolan's Tower produces medieval fantasy mood music

appropriate for use in conjunction with pencil and paper Role-Playing Games (RPGs) such as Dungeons

and Dragons or Collectible Card Games (CCGs) such as Magic: The Gathering. Dronolan's Tower's

debut album, "Legends of Kitholan" was released April 25th, 2007 and is now available for sale

worldwide. "Legends of Kitholan" features over 64 minutes of music recorded by a professional

Hollywood studio orchestra and choir, composed by David Allen Young, an experienced composer and

gamemaster of 15 years. The music covers a diverse range of subject matter, providing both inspirational

themes as well as suitable background music for various game settings. Every aspect of a typical gaming

session was accounted for. The CD features music that can be used for travel, combat, dungeon

exploration, story-telling, introducing or highlighting heroes, villains, cities, and monsters, as well as

marching to war or resting at camp (while calculating experience points). "The idea for this project came

about as a result of my own efforts to include music in my games as an AD&D 2nd Edition Dungeon

Master. At first I was using soundtracks from various fantasy-themed films, but my gaming group quickly

got tired of hearing the same background music over and over again. I decided to use my talents as a

classically-trained film music composer to write a few pieces of music to cover some other areas of our

gaming experience that weren't represented well in the soundtrack CDs, as well as to create some more

music we could use for combat and exploration. It was during this time that it occurred to me that it would

be really handy for gamemasters to have a continuous supply of original music for their games,

specifically tailored to enhance various aspects of a typical gaming session. That's when I decided to

create Dronolan's Tower and start writing the music for what would later turn out to be the 'Legends of

Kitholan' CD. Once I had written most of the music and began programming the computer to play back

simulated orchestral and choral sounds via MIDI, I quickly realized that in order to do this music justice, I

had to record it with living, breathing musicians. I wanted it to sound every bit as good as those
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soundtrack albums from the best fantasy adventure movies. These days you can get a pretty good sound

out of the computer, but it still doesn't have quite the same magic as a real orchestra and choir. So, I

decided to hire a professional Hollywood studio orchestra and choir to record the music. It was a joy to

work with these wonderful musicians. I'm very glad I took that route, and I believe the gamemasters who

get their hands on this album will really appreciate it." - David Allen Young on the making of "Legends of

Kitholan."
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